GENERAL CONTRACTORS

What’s New In Procore
We released 50 product enhancements from April 2020 - June 2020.
To see the full list of updates, visit www.procore.com/whats-new.

Stay in the office. Connect to the field.
Office and field teams are further apart than ever. These releases bring your teams closer together by giving
them the ability to communicate, easily access, and share information in one place.

See the new BIM web viewer.

Integrate Invoice Management with Sage 300 CRE.

Eliminate onsite surprises with the ability to share and

Streamline invoicing and pay subs faster by connecting

access 3D models on any web browser and iOS device.

Procore Invoice Management to any Sage 300 CRE account.

Learn more.

Learn more.

Stay together while remote with video conferencing.

Keep an eye on changes from the field.

Integrate with Zoom, MSFT Teams, and GoToMeeting to

Attachments to RFQ responses now automatically

screen share documents and video chat with field teams.

flow through to changes, saving time, and all keeping

Learn more.

stakeholders informed. Learn more.

Customize your software to mirror your needs.
When it comes to your business, one size doesn’t fit all. These releases support Procore’s commitment to the
flexibility and customization you need for your projects.

Customize your prequalification process.

Manage your self-perform work.

Adapt to new challenges with custom prequalification

Manage unit-based budgets and understand the financial

questions that align with your risk management strategies.

impact of labor costs the moment timesheets are submitted.

Learn more.

Learn more.

Capture key information with custom fields.
Create custom fields to collect and leverage the
information most relevant to your company. Learn more.

What do you want to see next?
If you have suggestions for features that would make your work easier, tell the Procore Development
team by submitting and voting on ideas in the Customer Feedback Forum.
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Get More Value from Procore
With Our Newest Integrations
The Procore App Marketplace has over 200 partner solutions that integrate seamlessly
with our platform. So you can work the way you want to, all without ever leaving Procore.

Hire, manage, and grow top talent with Arcoro.
Arcoro is an HR software management solution built for managers to track cost codes, attendance, and
hours. The integration transfers employee data into the Procore Directory making it easy to build crews
and get people paid. Learn more.

Monitor and manage your organization's performance with Prophix.
Prophix CPM platform provides enhanced visibility to projects and financials from a customer’s ERP.
Users can centralize all project and corporate financials, estimation, and CRM data into a single solution
for forecasting, budgeting, and reporting. Learn more.

Effectively communicate to your workforce with LaborChart.
The LaborChart embedded app and integration allows users to schedule their workforce and request
more resources from directly inside Procore. This makes it easy to balance labor capacity, minimize
costs, and communicate updates through assignment alerts, project bulk messages, and emergency
notifications. Learn more.

Keep cloud-based storage project files up to date with SyncEzy.
SyncEzy is a one-stop Procore integration provider for many cloud-based file sharing applications
including Dropbox, Google Drive, One Drive, and Sharepoint. The integration allows for automatic sync
of files and folders from Procore’s Documents tool into your document management solution of choice,
eliminating the need for double entry. Learn more.

Conduct and respond to daily health and wellness checks with Nyfty.ai.
Nyfty.ai’s health survey bot creates AI-based automation bots for construction workflows. Their solution
allows for manpower, employee health information, inspections, and other data to be collected and
updated from the field. This helps you save time and get the most accurate information directly from a
project jobsite into Procore. Learn more.

See more additions and updates in the Procore App Marketplace.
Meeting for MS Teams, Billd, FinishLine, VG Project Group, Timmons Solutions, LT Core, Consultancy,
Relevate, Amiti, GoTo Meetings, Ei Dynamics SQL Replicator, Front Line Advisory, SDC Partners, Vertical,
Egnyte, Bullclip. Visit the App Marketplace to learn more.
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